The high demand of integrated RF systems has driven the use of CMOS circuits in high frequency operations. The most popular small signal AC simulation methodologies used in SPICE based on Quasi-Static (QS) approximation that the channel charge of the MOS transistor can achieve equilibrium instantaneously once input varies [l]. However these models cannot predict the circuit behavior correctly in high frequency simulation, such as RF circuits, due to the Non-Quasi-Static (NQS) effects l2l. Many Fig. 3 . Similar plots for devices working in saturation region are shown in Fig. 4 . The onset of NQS effect can be observed from the point that R drops from unity and the onset frequency can be approximated by fra, -np".tr (vo -vr)l r"i (l) where n is a fitting parameter depends on the tolerant of the simulation to an NQS event. For very accurate simulation R must be very close to 1 and @ cannot be more than a few degrees, the QS approximation is only valid up to a relatively low frequency. However, if the value of R and @ can be relaxed, the QS model can be applied to a much higher frequency. Fig. 5 The unity gain frequency f7 of the MOSFET as a funcrion of channel length is also plotted in Fig. 5 (a) 
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The unity gain frequency f7 of the MOSFET as a funcrion of channel length is also plotted in Fig. 5 (a) for comparison.
As shown in the figure,/,yss has a good agreement withf in which R = 99Vo. Thus fiios can also be a measure of maximum useful frequency when MOSFET is used in amplifier circuit. ' We can see that when R and @ can be relaxed, QS model can do a good job in predicting high frequency device performance.
Conclusion
The onset frequency of NQS effect in MOSFET is determined using transient analysis. ..q-p= go .a1-p=20 1-4= 1o
